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Essentials of Equity and Trusts Law Mar 25 2022 This new textbook on Equity and
Trusts Law has been specifically designed to cover all the main topics on undergraduate
courses comprehensively but concisely. It offers a clear and accurate explanation of the law,
presented in a systematic and logical order for learning and revision. The book is accessible
to students new to the subject.
The Law of Trusts and Trustees Mar 13 2021
A Practical Treatise on the Law of Trusts Apr 25 2022
Equity and Trusts Apr 13 2021 Key Facts Key Cases: Equity & Trusts will ensure you grasp
the main concepts of your Equity & Trusts module with ease. This book explains the facts
and associated case law for: • The nature of a trust, the creation of express private trusts and
purpose trusts • Constitution of trusts • Types of trust: secret, protective and discretionary,
resulting and constructive and charitable • Trusteeship and the powers and duties of trustees
• Varying trusts • Breach of trust and available remedies Key Facts Key Cases is the
essential series for anyone studying law at LLB, postgraduate and conversion courses. The

series provides the simplest and most effective way to absorb and retain all of the material
essential for passing your exams. Each chapter includes: • diagrams at the start of chapters
to summarise key points • structured headings and numbered points to allow for clear recall
of the essential points • charts and tables to break down more complex information Chapters
are also supported by a Key Cases section which provides the simplest and most effective
way to absorb and memorise essential cases needed for exam success. • Essential and
leading cases are explained • The style, layout and explanations are user friendly • Cases are
broken down into key components by use of a clear system of symbols for quick and easy
visual recognition
Equity and Trusts Aug 25 2019 Atkins' Equity and Trusts is an ideal choice for all
undergraduate and GDL students looking for a comprehensive yet accessible core textbook.
The author’s clear writing style and focus on modern case law demystify difficult concepts
and help to bring this complicated and dry subject to life. The author provides students with
a clear understanding of the law through the use of vital pedagogic methods such as flowcharts, diagrams and highlighted text-boxes, whilst keeping the focus on recent case law.
Equity and Trusts is shown to be a live, growing and developing subject, with an important
historical underpinning that ensures students gain a sound grasp of key material and
understand both its history and current application. Features include: • As you read aids
deeper understanding by highlighting key points to bear in mind whilst working through

each chapter • Key learning points help students clarify complex issues and draw attention
to important concepts • Explaining the law assists in placing principles in a wider context by
focussing attention on important individual cases • Key Glossary terms help readers through
by providing on the spot definitions of key terms • Useful things to read signposts the way
to further understanding and higher marks by providing an invaluable annotated guide to
primary and secondary further reading Scott Atkins (LLB, Dip LP, FHEA, Solicitor (nonpractising)is a Senior Lecturer in Law at the University of Derby and a Visiting Professor at
the Institute of Law, Jersey. Scott has enjoyed teaching both Contract Law and Equity &
Trusts to students for a number of years and views learning law as a partnership between
student and tutor.
Equity and Trusts Concentrate Jan 23 2022 Equity & Trusts Concentrate is the essential
study and revision guide for law students looking to consolidate knowledge and achieve the
best possible marks in their exams. Providing clear, succinct coverage of the essential
topics, it enables you to quickly grasp the fundamental principles of this area of law and
excel in exams.
The Law of Trusts Nov 28 2019
Guernsey Trust Law Jul 17 2021 Foundation and Principles -- Express Trusts -- Trusts
Arising by Operation of Law -- Taxation -- Creation, Validity and Termination -- Conflict
of Laws -- Trustees -- Powers, Duties and Liabilities of Trustees -- Beneficiaries --

Protectors -- Trust Investments -- Introduction to Trust Litigation -- Attacks on Trusts -Variation of Trusts -- Remedial Applications to Court -- Regulation of Fiduciaries -- The
Public Trustee.
Commonwealth Caribbean Trusts Law Sep 06 2020 This book examines the relevant
Caribbean legislation and case law together with the general principles of trusts law as
applied in the English courts and other Commonwealth jurisdictions.
The Law of Trusts and Trustees Oct 20 2021 This work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it.
This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original
work as possible. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps
(as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world),
and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and
distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred
pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public.
We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an
important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.

Trusts Law Oct 27 2019 This textbook is a comprehensive and accessible guide to Trusts
Law and has been thoroughly updated to reflect recent developments in the area. The
authors bring a unique combination of academic rigour and hands-on commercial
experience to the explanation of their subject and it is these practical insights which make
the book essential reading for all law students. Many law students struggle with the concept
of Trusts Law and it can take time to properly understand the complex body of rules that
surround it. This book will help demystify some of these rules and put Trusts Law into a
practical context, allowing students the time to develop a deep and critical understanding of
the topic. This book is an ideal companion for both law undergraduate and GDL/CPE
students. New to this Edition: - A new chapter on creating a trust
Equity and Trusts Q&a 2014 And 2015 Nov 20 2021 Q&A Equity & Trusts gives
students the opportunity to practise and hone their exam technique with clear guidance and
tips from experienced examiners.
The Law of Trusts Sep 30 2022 The Law of Trusts provides a concise, yet challenging,
approach to the core issues within trusts law. Combining perceptive analysis and thoughtprovoking commentary, James Penner skillfully engages with controversial issues, giving
students an excellent grounding in what is considered to be a difficult subject.
The Law of Trusts Nov 01 2022 This volume in the 'Core Text Series' covers the law of
trusts, explaining from first principles what 'trusts' is about and providing the student with

an understanding of the law and the important academic controversies surrounding it.
An Introduction to the Law of Trusts Dec 30 2019 A comprehensive, stimulating
introduction to trusts law, which provides readers with a clear conceptual framework to aid
understanding of this challenging area of the law. Aimed at readers studying trusts at an
undergraduate level, it provides a succinct and enlightening account of this area of the law.
Concise and clear, this book also identifies and discusses many analytical perspectives,
encouraging a deeper understanding of the issues at hand. It offers an outstanding treatment
of specific areas, in particular remedial constructive trusts and trusts of family homes. Ideal
for providing a broad background to the issues before embarking on an in-depth study of
trusts, it can also be used to help the reader to develop their understanding. For those
looking to challenge themselves, detailed footnotes highlight further issues and point the
direction for future reading. Fully revised to take into account the Charities Act 2006,
judicial developments through case law, and recent academic work in this area, this new
edition in the renowned Clarendon Law Series offers a well-written, careful, and insightful
introduction to the law of trusts.
Equity and Trusts Law Directions Aug 30 2022 'Equity & Trusts Law' is an authoritative
yet lively text with an emphasis on explaining clearly the key topics covered on equity and
trusts courses. Rich learning features demonstrate how the law of equity and trusts is
applied in the real world, and why it is such a stimulating and exciting field.

The Law of Trusts Aug 06 2020 "Titles in the Core Text series take the reader straight to the
heart of the subject, providing focused, concise, and reliable guides for students at all levels.
The Law of Trusts provides perceptive analysis and original and thought-provoking
commentary to give students a grounding in what is considered to be a difficult subject. The
book introduces the controversies surrounding the topic in a clear way allowing the student
reader to appreciate the subject's theoretical issues and difficulties, engaging the reader and
giving an all-round picture of the key issues relating to the subject. Each chapter of his
edition has been thoroughly revised to bring into focus the modern law of trusts. New to this
edition, Chapters 4 and 11, examine important trusts which rarely get significant coverage
in their own right: the modern discretionary trust, the solicitor-agent trust, the Quistclose
trust, and the unincorporated association trust"-An Introduction to the Law of Trusts Feb 09 2021 A comprehensive, stimulating
introduction to trusts law, which provides readers with a clear conceptual framework to aid
understanding of this challenging area of the law. Aimed at readers studying trusts at an
undergraduate level, it provides a succinct and enlightening account of this area of the law.
Concise and clear, this book also identifies and discusses many analytical perspectives,
encouraging a deeper understanding of the issues at hand. It offers an outstanding treatment
of specific areas, in particular remedial constructive trusts and trusts of family homes. Ideal
for providing a broad background to the issues before embarking on an in-depth study of

trusts, it can also be used to help the reader to develop their understanding. For those
looking to challenge themselves, detailed footnotes highlight further issues and point the
direction for future reading. Fully revised to take into account the Charities Act 2006,
judicial developments through case law, and recent academic work in this area, this new
edition in the renowned Clarendon Law Series offers a well-written, careful, and insightful
introduction to the law of trusts.
Property and Trust Law in Japan Mar 01 2020 Derived from the renowned multi-volume
International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this practical analysis of the law of property in Japan
deals with the issues related to rights and interests in all kinds of property and assets immovable, movable, and personal property; how property rights are acquired; fiduciary
mechanisms; and security considerations. Lawyers who handle transnational disputes and
other matters concerning property will appreciate the explanation of specific terminology,
application, and procedure. An introduction outlining the essential legal, cultural, and
historical considerations affecting property is followed by a discussion of the various types
of property. Further analysis describes how and to what extent legal subjects can have or
obtain rights and interests in each type. The coverage includes tangible and intangible
property, varying degrees of interest, and the various ways in which property is transferred,
including the ramifications of appropriation, expropriation, and insolvency. Facts are
presented in such a way that readers who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in

varying contexts will fully grasp their meaning and significance. The book includes ample
references to doctrine and cases, as well as to relevant international treaties and
conventions. Its succinct yet scholarly nature, as well as the practical quality of the
information it provides, make this book a valuable time-saving tool for any practitioner
faced with a property-related matter. Lawyers representing parties with interests in Japan
will welcome this very useful guide, and academics and researchers will appreciate its value
in the study of comparative property law.
The Oxford History of the Laws of England: 1483-1558 Jul 25 2019 This volume in 'The
Oxford History of the Laws of England' covers the years 1483-1558, a period of immense
social political, and intellectual changes which profoundly affected the law and its
workings.
Trends in Contemporary Trust Law Jun 03 2020 Rev. versions of papers originally
presented at a conference held on Jan. 6-7, 1996 in Cambridge, U.K.
A Student's Guide to Equity and Trusts Jul 05 2020 Brings Equity and Trusts to life for
students of all abilities with clearly explained principles and simple, practical examples.
International Trust Laws Feb 21 2022 International Trust Laws is the most reliable global
source of reference on international trusts available and provides an easily accessible route
to the information needed to advise clients confidently. This major work has a team of
editors from XXIV Old Buildings, led by David Brownbill QC. David and his fellow

editors, Jessica Hughes, Adam Cloherty, Edward Cumming and Daniel Warents, are all
barristers specialising in international trust work. The team has extensive experience of
contentious, advisory and planning work across numerous jurisdictions making this an
essential reference work for all business and private client advisers.This major work
includes the following:DigestsProvide expert, country-by-country commentary on the
elements of trust law in each jurisdiction. Each entry is prepared by contributors with
experience of working in that particular territorySpecial TopicsIn-depth analysis of a range
of topics relevant to lawyers concerned with trusts in an international setting, including
purpose trusts, trading trusts, asset protection trusts, VISTA trusts, protectors, payment of
foreign taxes, disclosure of information by trusteesConflict of Laws Chapters by specialist
authors on jurisdiction and enforcement of judgments, applicable law and recognition
(including the application and implications of the Hague Trusts Convention), capacity and
other ‘rocket launching' issues plus selected reference materialStatutes Extensive full text
trust legislation from each of the jurisdictions
Law of Trusts Apr 01 2020
Lexicon of Trust & Foundation Practice Dec 10 2020 Lexicon of Trust & Foundation
Practice provides essential support for trustees, trust advisers, private bankers, insurers,
estate practitioners and all those who need to know the meanings and importance of words
and expressions concerned with trusts, private foundations and asset planning vehicles.

Contemporary Perspectives on Property, Equity, and Trusts Law May 15 2021 This work
counters the common perception that equity and trusts is a static area of law. The essays,
written by leading academics and well established practitioners of the field, demonstrate
both that the area is vibrant with new legislation and case law and shows the value of
reconsidering familiar topics in the light of new developments. The scope of the book is
wide ranging, covering equity, trusts and property and is divided into two main sections: the
law of real property, and the law of equity and trusts. In Part One, a variety of topics
surrounding the law of real property are discussed: from unconscionability, and the
protection of third party interests, to property, marriage and ownership, and the impact of
equality law on landlord and tenant regulations. Part Two focuses on the regulation of trusts
and trustees and the impact of new legislation on charities such as hospitals and schools.
Trust Law in Asian Civil Law Jurisdictions May 27 2022 This book analyses and compares
Asian trust laws to critically evaluate Asian approaches to the reception of the trust.
The Worlds of the Trust Oct 08 2020 This collection of essays explores the law of trusts
as it is understood in civilian and mixed jurisdictions.
Concentrate Questions and Answers Equity and Trusts Aug 18 2021 The Concentrate
Q&As are a result of a collaboration involving hundreds of law students and lecturers from
universities across the UK. The series offers you better support and a greater chance to
succeed on your law course than any of the competitors. 'A sure-fire way to get a 1st class

result' (Naomi M, Coventry University) 'My grades have dramatically improved since I
started using the OUP Q&A guides' (Glen Sylvester, Bournemouth University) 'These first
class answers will transform you into a first class student' (Ali Mohamed, University of
Hertfordshire) 'I can't think of better revision support for my study' (Quynh Anh Thi Le,
University of Warwick) 'I would strongly recommend Q&A guides. They have vastly
improved my structuring of exam answers and helped me identify key components of a high
quality answer' (Hayden Roach, Bournemouth University) '100% would recommend. Makes
you feel like you will pass with flying colours' (Elysia Marie Vaughan, University of
Hertfordshire) 'My fellow students rave about this book' (Octavia Knapper, Lancaster
University) 'The best Q&A books that I've read; the content is exceptional' (Wendy
Chinenye Akaigwe, London Metropolitan University) 'I would not hesitate to recommend
this book to a friend' (Blessing Denhere, Coventry University)
Fiduciaries and Trust Jun 23 2019 Explores the interactions of fiduciary law and personal
and political trust in private, public and international law.
Moffat's Trusts Law Jun 27 2022 Combines authoritative commentary and unique
contextual analysis to explain the general principles of trusts and their practical operation.
Moffat's Trusts Law Jun 15 2021 Detailed, thorough and authoritative new edition of
Moffat's Trusts Law.
The Law Relating to Trusts and Trustees May 03 2020

International Trust Laws Dec 22 2021 International Trust Laws is a wide-ranging
comparative guide to the law of trusts across a number of important jurisdictions, with
analysis of issues surrounding the creation of trusts, the powers and duties of trustees,
mechanisms of control, and the special uses of trusts. The book combines academic rigour
and analysis with a practical focus on trusts in the real world, including assets which
modern settlors wish to envelop in a trust; liability concerns of trustees; and the governance,
command, and control mechanisms which increasingly form the largest feature of trust
creation. It also provides valuable background for trust law practitioners, whether they
advise on trusts, draft trust documents, or litigate trust-related matters. The new edition has
been fully revised and updated to address important developments in case law and
legislation, including the UK Supreme Court decision on the "rule in Hastings-Bass" (Pitt
and Futter cases), the Privy Council decision on 'reserved powers trusts' (TMSF), decisions
on forced heirship issues in Jersey and Guernsey, decisions on 'asset protection trusts' in the
US, the Trusts (Amendment N. 5) (Jersey) Law 2012 and Trusts (Amendment N. 6) (Jersey)
Law 2013, Hong Kong's Trust Law (Amendment) Ordinance 2013, the Virgin Islands
Special Trusts (Amendment) Act 2013 and Trustee (Amendment) Act 2013, Cyprus'
International Trusts (Amendment) Law 2012 Cayman Islands, Trusts Law (2011 Revision),
and amendments to the trusts law of New Zealand. It also offers new coverage of the
retirement, removal, and appointment of trustees, with a special emphasis on trustee

indemnity; and the recognition of trusts in non-trust jurisdictions (civil law jurisdictions,
Eastern Europe, Islamic countries, and China).
Optimize Equity and Trusts Jan 29 2020 The Optimize series is designed to show you how
to apply your knowledge in assessment. These concise revision guides cover the most
commonly taught topics, and provide you with the tools to: Understand the law and
remember the details o using diagrams and tables throughout to demonstrate how the law
fits together Contextualise your knowledge o identifying and explaining how to apply legal
principles for important cases o providing revision advice to help you aim higher in essays
and exams Avoid common misunderstandings and errors o identifying common pitfalls
students encounter in class and in assessment Reflect critically on the law o identifying
contentious areas that are up for debate and on which you will need to form an opinion
Apply what you have learned in assessment o presenting learning objectives that reflect
typical assessment criteria o providing sample essay and exam questions, supported by endof chapter feedback The series is also supported by comprehensive online resources that
allow you to test your progress during the run-up to exams. ‘[Optimize is] ideal for
undergraduate students at all levels. The content is of a high standard, easy to read and
understand.? The materials are very catching and easy on the eye making it easy to read and
digest the materials...an essential study tool for all law students' - George Ellison, Derby ‘I
am really impressed...the strengths are the user friendly format, clear explanations, helpful

diagrams/flowcharts and appropriate suggestions for analysing the issues concerned’ Katherine Davies, Northumbria URL: www.routledge.com/cw/optimizelawrevision/
Trusts Law Sep 18 2021 Always the serious student's choice of a Trusts Law textbook, this
new edition once again provides a clear examination of the rules in the detail required by
the advanced undergraduate. This fifth edition retains its hallmark combination of a
contextualized approach and a commercial focus. The authors' commentary has been
increased throughout this new edition whilst the fresh design clearly highlights the cases
and materials extracts. Recent statutory developments, such as the Charities Act 2006, and
the impact of a wealth of new cases are explored, the examination of the law of trusts and
taxation is restructured and comparative examples help students understand the new
directions being taken in the areas of trust law and equitable remedies. Trusts Law brings a
modern perspective to a subject often perceived as traditional, with suggestions for further
reading guiding the student to contemporary debates.
Lewin on Trusts Jan 11 2021 Frequently cited in court, this revised guide provides any
practitioner with the definitive text on the law and practice of trusts
Waters' Law of Trusts in Canada Nov 08 2020
The Law of Trusts Jul 29 2022 The use of testamentary trusts is becoming an important
part of estate planning. As a result, students who want to make a living as probate attorneys
will need to know how trusts fit into estate planning. In addition, bar examiners realize that

it is important for students to have a basic knowledge of trust law. That realization will
result in bar examination questions that test that knowledge. This book is designed for use
as a supplementary text for a course on wills and trusts and the primary text in a seminar or
course exploring the law of trusts.
Trust Are You Kidding? Sep 26 2019 Farley, a long time trust litigator, shows why the
current system of putting money in a trust is ineffective and then offers a real and very
workable solution.
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